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By sticking wifth him and ^going with him all the way, instead of dropping,
him somewhere along the way and leaving him when "supposedly the need is
there for someone to help him. My. job primarily, jjpncerhs 'me with* Indian
students in the public schools and of course I'm interested in that phaserOur Indian<students, today, need a lot of help, Indian familiefe fcsed a lot -*„
of help., uh, there-'s a lot of ways that we can influence and entourage so
that we'aon't go half way like we have before and ended there and whenever
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we get ready, -to start over. So I believe in an organization like this is
going to be'an asset to, our. community to ourjpeople, to our tribe, everybody involved. But again, Its going to take probably a hundred and1 ten per"cent for a long time,, in order to get it off the ground. I' think this is
where we want to appeal more than anything else, is to get in there and stay'
with it and not end it in a few months or a fe^weeks. But to set a goal
and from now and few .yeafcs from now, we can look back and. visualize this/*
meeting,— same meeting here and look at the advances we've ma"de and at the
improvements^that we have caused in the various Indian communities and have
a personal''satisfaction for helping'our fellow man arid there's just an; awful
lot that we can. do and I 'know that you have ideas that you" would like to
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bring out and this is something that we can all benefit from by discussing
it freely as we are notf." Tommy Johnson', do you have anything to say?
Tommy Johnson:' Well,' what I came down here for well, I had a-thought in
my mirid that it was a great big thing. I'd just been there for sometime after '
that started up that day—had a meetin' up there—their planning resource ""
outfit and they's, tellin' us we're gonna have to think up'some sort of development for the'government to put on that land out north of town here and
so it set my .mind "60 movin' and I donVt know1 that we could fo*rm 'up anything
that*we'd get by with on it. But like we was to bring" in'one business that
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